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sEcTloN-A .,r.
(choose the correct answer. Each bunch carries a weightage bt 1)

f . i) Balmer series contains wavelength in region'

a) visible nl intr"r"i c) magnetic d) microwave

ii) when there are more atoms in the excited state than the ground state it is

called
a) Laser
c) Population inversion

iv) ln Positive beta decaY'

b) OPtical PumPing
d) Metastable state

iii) Groirp 7 elements in periodic table are

a) inert gase 'b) ,n"td- 
-- 

c) halogens d) non-metals

a) positron b) electron

2.i)Whentwonuc|euslointogethertoformasinglenuc|eus,itemitsenergy.
Such Process is called

a) weak interaction b)' nuclear fission

c) nuclear fusion d) binding energy

ii) Hadrons consisting of 
Jhree 

quarks are called

a)leptonsb)tauneutrinoc)baryonsd)mesons
iii) The cotilomb energy of a nucleus is given by

a) -aAzs b) -"n c) -aA-rrs d) -A

is emitted.
c) Pions d) neutrons

Sr
d) LLi

P.T.O'

iv) Orbital angular momentum can acquire values

a) h ' ' b'tlh c)mh
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SECTION - B
(Answer any six questions. Each carries a weightage 1)3' what is the radius of the orbitaf according to Bohr modef ?' 4. What is metastabfe state in lasers ?

S. What is an paufi,s exclusion principle ?
6' which efement has a Ko X-ray fine whose wavefength is 0.1g'nm ?7' which efement is the most stabfe and why ? 

'vr" 'e I

8. What is the spin angular momentum of a proton Z9' The helium isotope lne is unstabre. what kind of decay wourd it undergo ?10' Draw the diagram of common gpe of nucfear power pfant ?
a sECTtoN _ c

(Answer any nine questions. Each carries a weightage of fuo)1 1' Exptain why the pranetary modef of the atom faifed.12' what is the shortest wavelength:present in the Brackett series of spectrar rines ?13' What is symmetric and antisymmetric wavefunction ?. 14. What is spin_orbit coupfing ? 
.'-"v'v" :

15. Explain semi-empiricaf mass formufa.

:.i: .r ,.
16. Brief aceount of radioactivity. 

.

17' obtain a refation between tne incident particles falling on a slab and its thickness.18' Distinguish between the four fundamentar interactions.
19. What are antimatters and give few examples ?20. Explain about ITER.
21. Explain radioactive series.
22. Expiain meson theory of nuclear forces.

(Answer anv one ,rj::tll};l,ries a weightage or 4)23' Obtain a refation for binding energy per nucreon through riquid drop modef. .24. Explain nucfear fission and fusion.


